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The laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) production process often results in large residual stress
(RS) in the parts. Nondestructive techniques to determine RS are badly needed. However, a
reliable quantification of macro-RS (i.e., stress at the component level) by means of
diffraction-based techniques is still a great challenge, because the link between diffraction-based
strain and macro-RS is not trivial. In this study, we experimentally determine (by means of
in-situ synchrotron radiation diffraction) this link for LPBF Ti-6Al-4V. We compare our results
with commonly used models to determine the so-called diffraction elastic constants (DECs). We
show that LPBF materials possess different DECs than wrought alloys, simply because their
microstructural and mechanical properties are different. We also show that the existing models
can be used to calculate DECs only if high accuracy of the RS values is not required. If the
peculiarities of the microstructure have to be taken into account (as is the case of additively
manufactured materials), a radically new approach is desirable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ONE of the most important issues in laser powder
bed fusion (LPBF) additive manufacturing (AM) is the
influence of residual stress (RS) on parts during pro-
duction and service.[1] High-temperature gradients and
cooling rates during production often lead to tensile
RS.[2–4] Such stresses may reach values close to the yield

limit in the subsurface region,[5,6] thereby decreasing the
performance of the material, especially during cyclic
loading. Moreover, RS can induce severe geometrical
distortions and cracking,[4] thus nullifying the main
advantage of freeform fabrication. Therefore, quantifi-
cation of RS and validation of thermomechanical
models by experimental results are among the greatest
challenges for qualification of AM parts.
The nondestructive (diffraction-based) experimental

determination of RS is directly connected to the
microstructure of the part. The complicated thermal
history and high anisotropy of LPBF parts lead to
microstructures and mechanical properties different
from conventionally manufactured materials (wrought
or cast).[7] The microstructure in LPBF materials is
additionally highly dependent on process parame-
ters.[8–10] Therefore, the elastic properties may differ
from conventional materials and even vary with the
production parameters of LPBF. The knowledge about
elastic properties is important for RS analysis by
diffraction techniques, where the so-called diffraction
elastic constants (DECs) are used[11] to connect the
measured microstrain (diffraction based, i.e., averaged
over grains of a particular family) with the macrostress
(at the component length scale). Therefore, the use of
incorrect DECs can lead to erroneous RS values[12] and
misestimation of the material performance.
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In-situ synchrotron X-ray diffraction (SXRD) or
neutron diffraction (ND) is particularly suited for the
experimental determination of DECs.[13,14] However,
the available literature lacks information about the
DECs of AM materials, with the consequence that
values only valid for cast or wrought alloys are used for
RS determination or modeling. Recently, in-situ tensile
tests with SXRD have been reported on Ti-6Al-4V
LPBF samples in as-built condition, targeted at studying
the effect of different build orientations,[15] but the
DECs have not been discussed. Dumontet et al.[16] first
attempted evaluating the DEC of martensitic a¢ LPBF
Ti-6Al-4V material and found a difference of DECs up
to 32 pct between pure a-Ti and a¢-Ti in LPBF
Ti-6Al-4V.

It has been shown that the experimentally determined
DECs of wrought Ti alloys differ from theoretical
values.[14] One of the reasons is the influence of the alloy
composition, because some theoretical models consider
single-crystal elastic constants of pure Ti. Indeed, the
authors of Reference 12 have found a discrepancy
between modeled and experimentally determined DECs
for Ti-2.5Cu alloy and explained it by the influence of
the Cu addition. The second reason of the discrepancy
between theory and experiment is the influence of the
specific microstructure and of the crystallographic
texture (i.e., anisotropy). In Reference 17, a difference
of lattice strain evolution between a unidirectionally
rolled plate and some forged bar samples has been
reported and ascribed to the presence of texture. LPBF
materials are generally highly textured owing to the
temperature gradients across the deposited layers (such
gradients induce epitaxial growth along the building
direction).[18–21] Also, the change of microstructure by
means of heat treatment and its influence on the elastic
behavior of grains is not captured by classic theoretical
models, which are mostly used for RS calculation (e.g.,
Voigt, Reuss, and Kröner).[22] Much work has been
conducted to improve those classic schemes for calcu-
lation of DECs,[23,24] and recently, some work to
calculate single-crystal elastic constants[25,26] from in-situ
experiments, taking into account the particular
microstructural features (such as grain size and crystal-
lographic texture). A detailed discussion of such models
is out of the scope of this work and will be presented in a
companion publication. Here, we focus on the experi-
mental determination of DECs of LBPF Ti-6Al-4V as a
tool to understand the elastic anisotropy of AM
materials and the use of the appropriate assumptions
for modeling. Such DECs can then be directly used for
RS determination of that particular material.

We performed in-situ SXRD investigations on spec-
imens in as-built conditions and after heat treatment.
The link between the diffraction (micro-)strain response
to an externally applied macrostress was rationalized in
terms of a stress-microstrain conversion tensor
(SlECT), as used in micromechanics. We show that
such a tensor generalizes the concept of DECs and
allows a critical discussion on the validity of the
approximations made in the current models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Material

Ti-6Al-4V rods (8 mm in diameter, 95 mm in length)
and cuboids (with size 5 9 5 9 15 mm3) were printed on
a steel base plate (preheated to 200 �C) with the use of
support structures and with their long axis along the
build direction. An SLM Solutions 280HL machine was
employed, using plasma-atomized Ti-6Al-4V ELI grade
23 powder from AP&C with a particle size of d90< 50
lm. The characterization of the powder has been
reported elsewhere.[27] The production parameters were
set to the following: laser power of 175 W, laser velocity
of 500 mm/s, hatch distance of 100 lm, and layer
thickness of 30 lm (this parameter set is named A4 in
our previous studies[10,28]). These manufacturing condi-
tions were optimized in order to achieve minimum
porosity and acceptable RS values.[10,29] The chess
scanning strategy was used with a field size of 5 mm
and rotating 90 deg from layer to layer.
Two samples were instigated in as-built conditions

(labeled AB) and two samples were subjected to heat
treatment at 530 �C for 2 hours after production
(labeled 530C). The heat treatment was performed
under Argon atmosphere with heating and cooling rate
around 7 �C/min. For the in-situ mechanical tests,
compression (_c) and tensile (_t) specimens were
machined by turning without additional surface finish-
ing applied (the geometry and dimensions are shown in
Figure 1(a)).

B. In-situ SXRD

In-situ SXRD tension and compression tests were
performed in the transmission mode at the EDDI
beamline (BESSY II, HZB, Berlin).[30] The EDDI
diffractometer was operated in the energy-dispersive
(ED) mode; therefore, the reflections of several crystal-
lographic planes could be simultaneously tracked during
the in-situ experiments. The diffraction peaks were fitted
using a Pseudo-Voigt function; an in-house developed
Mathematica code was employed. A liquid-nitrogen
cooled Ge solid-state detector from Canberra (model
GL0110) was used. The counting time was 2 minutes per
spectrum. The aperture sizes of the primary and the
secondary slits were 1 mm 9 1 mm and 100 lm 9 5 mm
(equatorial 9 axial), respectively. This allowed averag-
ing across the entire sample diameter. For the in-situ
mechanical tests, a load rig (Walter + Bai AG) with
maximum load of 20 kN, mounted on an Eulerian
cradle, was employed (Figure 1(b)). The building direc-
tion of the sample corresponded to the load direction
during uniaxial tests (axis X, Figure 1(a)). Acquisitions
were performed in axial and radial directions for every
load step (eax and erad in Figure 1(a)), but for the sake of
simplicity, only the axial data will be reported (see
below). The load control mode was used with a loading
rate of 10 N/s between each counting step. The
displacement was defined by the relative displacement
of the clamps. It should be noticed that the in-situ tensile
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tests were performed until failure, but only the elastic
part is reported in the present study.

The lattice strain ehkl was calculated from dhkl values
at every load step as

ehkl ¼ dhkl � dhklin

dhklin

½1�

where dhklin was the lattice spacing for crystallographic
plane families {hkl} at preload (around 10 N).

C. Microscopy and Texture Analysis

The microstructure was characterized in the clamp
region at around 65 mm from the bottom of the sample.
The measurements were performed in the plane perpen-
dicular to the build direction. For microstructural
analysis, AB_t and 530C_t samples were ground and
then polished with an aqueous suspension of 0.04-lm
SiO2 particles with the addition of 10 pct H2O2.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted in
backscattered electron mode (BSE) on a LEO 1530VP
microscope with Gemini tower (Zeiss). The operation
voltage was 15 kV and the working distance 7 mm.

Texture analysis was performed in the ED diffraction
mode, employing the ED laboratory diffractometer
LEDDI (HZB, Berlin). LEDDI features are described
in detail in Reference 31. The experiments were con-
ducted in reflection geometry. The texture measure-
ments were performed in the plane perpendicular to the
build direction, at the same location where microscopy
was made: around 65 mm from the bottom of the

sample and in the center of the sample. Only one
location per sample was considered, since no variation
of the microstructure was observed. A conventional
tungsten long fine-focus X-ray tube was operated at U
= 60 kV and I = 45 mA in combination with an ED
detector system. The latter allows the simultaneous
collection of multiple diffraction lines hkl up to photon
energies of 60 keV in a single spectrum recorded under
an arbitrary but fixed Bragg angle 2h. For texture
analysis, ED spectra were acquired at azimuthal angles
u (rotation in the YZ plane) and the inclination angles w
(tilting in XZ plane) in the intervals from u � [0 deg; 355
deg] and w � [0 deg; 85 deg] in steps of 5 deg. Overall, six
hkl reflections of a/a¢-Ti could be detected (002, 100,
101, 102, 103, and 110) and were evaluated in order to
determine the orientation distribution function (ODF).
From the ODF, pole figures for all crystallographic
families {hkl} could be calculated. The ODF as well as
the recalculated pole figures were processed using the
software package LaboTex 3.0.[32]

D. X-ray Computed Tomography

X-ray computed tomography (CT) was performed in
the gage region (middle height of the sample) prior to
the mechanical test of both tensile samples (AB_t and
530C_t). A v|tome|x L 300 CT scanner from General
Electric (GE) was used. 2000 projections were acquired
for each CT scan. A tube voltage of 125 kV and a
current of 60 lA were used. The acquisition time for
each projection was 2 seconds. The GE standard
commercial reconstruction algorithm was used and the

Fig. 1—(a) Sketch of tension (_t) and compression (_c) specimens with their coordinate system (all dimensions are in millimeters). (b) Picture of
the in-situ setup with a tensile sample mounted in the load rig (to measure eax, w = 0 deg).
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beam hardening correction was selected based on
reconstructed images. A voxel size of (4 lm)3 was
achieved. Data processing was performed using the
AvizoFire 9.4 software package.[33] The pores were
identified by global threshold segmentation. To remove
noise, raw data were filtered by a non-local means filter,
implemented in the AvizoFire 9.4. software. For the
calculation of the volume fraction of pores, only pores
larger than eight voxels were considered to reduce the
probability of false segmentation.

III. RESULTS

The microstructure of the AB sample presents a + a¢
laths (Figure 2(a)); this is typical for Ti-6Al-4V LPBF in
the as-manufactured condition. The 530C sample shows
a small amount of b-precipitates nucleated at the grain
boundaries of a lamellae, as also shown in References 9
and 34. Haubrich et al.[9] reported that the mass fraction
of b-Ti phase reaches around 3 pct. This heat treatment
was adopted as it is supposed to be stress relieving
without inducing large microstructural modifications.

The microstructure, presented in Figure 2, is assumed
to be representative of the gage volume used in the
in-situ experiments. In fact, Barriobero-Vila et al.[35]

showed that only a few last building layers (i.e., within
the last millimeter of the built) have different
microstructures (more precisely, b-phase content) from
the rest of the sample in LPBF Ti-6Al-4V. Additionally,
the gage volume used in the synchrotron radiation
diffraction experiments practically covers the entire
sample diameter (3 mm), thereby averaging the local
microstructural variations.

From the three-dimensional reconstructions of the
volumes and rendering of defects, projections along the
X-axis and Y-axis could be extracted. They show the
spatial distribution of defects (Figure 3). Lack of fusion
defects,[29] typical for LPBF, and round gas pores could
be observed in both samples. As mentioned above, the
manufacturing conditions were considered as porosity
optimized (reported in our previous studies).[10,29]

Therefore, the investigated samples were expected to
be close to fully dense. Indeed, the analysis of the
volume fraction of pores (for the part of tensile samples)

showed 0.01 vol pct for both AB_t and 530C_t samples
(Figure 3). The alignment and the location of pores in
the build plane (YZ), as well as the complex shape of
lack of fusion defects, can be crucial for the mechanical
behavior even if the overall porosity is small.[36] How-
ever, in our case, we can safely assume that they do not
play a significant role in the mechanical behavior.
The diffraction patterns obtained during the in-situ

experiments in axial and radial directions for AB_t and
530C_t samples are presented in Figure 4. Their differ-
ence gives a footprint of the preferential crystallographic
orientation. For the analysis of the elastic response, only
reflections present in both directions were considered
(indexed in Figures 4(a) and (c)). As expected from the
microstructure (Figure 2), a small difference between
AB_t and 530C_t samples is visible (see the presence of
the 112-reflection in the axial direction in Figure 4(a)),
which is due to the small difference in b-phase content
(Figure 4(d)). It should be noticed that the b-200
reflection was observed for the 530C_t samples only in
one direction and with low intensity; therefore, it will
not be discussed in the remainder of the article.
The pole figures for nine crystallographic planes of

a-Ti, calculated from ODF of the AB_t sample, are
presented in Figure 5. The as-built and the heat-treated
materials show similar texture (Figure 4) so that the
texture for the heat-treated material is not reported for
the sake of brevity. The pole figures indicate a double
fiber texture (with fiber axes 102 and 110), and therefore
a transversely isotropic behavior.
For RS determination in engineering components, in

most of the cases, the assumption of quasi-isotropy is
made and, therefore, only two DECs are used. There-
fore, the elastic responses along the axial and radial
directions are the most relevant for experimentalists. It
is widely reported that the yield stress of AB LPBF
Ti-6Al-4V reaches around 900 to 1100 MPa.[37] There-
fore, in order to obtain the DEC for each crystallo-
graphic family, only the elastic part (up to 600 MPa) of
the applied stress vs microscopic strain was analyzed
(Figure 6). In the radial direction of the AB_t sample, a
mismatch between the start point (unstrained) and the
first loading point can be observed (Figure 6(a)): For
almost all reflections, a tensile strain is recorded. This
behavior is not observed for the heat-treated 530C

Fig. 2—BSE-SEM image taken in the build plane for (a) AB_t and (b) 530C_t. Red circles show examples of b-Ti particles.
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sample (Figure 6(b)). Therefore, it could be caused by a
small amount of RS,[5] which relaxed after the first load
step. The shift could be explained also by some initial
misalignment of the AB_t sample, successively disap-
pearing as the load is applied. For higher loads, the
deformation has a linear behavior as a function of
applied stress. Sample AB_c does not present such a
behavior. For the 530C_t sample along the axial direc-
tion, the two secondary prismatic planes ({210} and
{110}) show the lowest slope of the applied stress-mi-
crostrain curve. Also, the elastic anisotropy is more
pronounced for the 530C_t as compared to the AB_t
specimen. In contrast, 530C_c shows almost no scatter
among different crystallographic planes along the axial
direction but some anisotropy in the radial direction.

Due to texture, not every diffraction peak from the
pole figures of Figure 5 was observed during the in-situ

experiments. For example, no grains of the {002} and
{100} families were found to be oriented along the build
direction (Figure 5, u = 0; w = 0); i.e., they were not
detectable in the in-situ experiment. Moreover, only low
intensities for 103 and 101 reflections were detected.
Therefore, it was not possible to directly analyze the
mechanical response to external stress of basal and
first-order prismatic planes.
The connection between diffraction-based microstrain

and engineering macrostress is often made by DEC.[11]

However, such a concept exists in more general form in
micromechanics,[38] where DEC can be viewed as a
component of the product of the strain concentration
tensor Hijmn and the tensor of macroscopic elastic
compliances Smnkl so that Aijkl ¼ HijmnSmnkl. The link
between microstrain and macrostress becomes, in such
formalism,

Fig. 3—Three-dimensional rendering of pores (in red) projected onto the YZ plane (a) AB_t and (b) 530C_t and onto the XZ plane for (c) AB_t
and (d) 530C_t. Pores open to the surface are shown with arrows.
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eij
� �

micro
¼ <Aijkl>rkl ½2�

We introduce the tensor Aijkl as a SlECT. It connects
the elastic behavior of an individual grain with the
effective (macroscopic) elastic properties of the specimen
(material surrounding the grain). Importantly, SlECT
also depends on the morphology of the grains—their
shapes and orientations. Such an aspect is usually not
considered by models developed to calculate DEC. In
Eq. [2], the tensor A is averaged because it is classically
defined pointwise, but here, it is applied to the entire
gage volume (under the assumption that the diffracting
grains represent the gage volume).

In our case, we recorded the axial and transverse
response (microstrain) to a uniaxial applied stress, and
Eq. [2] rewrites

ehklax

� �
micro

¼ exxh imicro¼ <Axxxx>rxx ¼ <Ahkl
ax >rapp

ehklrad

� �
micro

¼ ezzh imicro¼ <Axxzz>rxx ¼ <Ahkl
rad>rapp

½3�

where both the strains and the Aijkl tensor components
are hkl dependent. By fitting the experimental data dhklax

or dhklrad vs rapp with a linear function, the SlECT com-

ponent Ahkl
ax in the loading direction or Ahkl

rad transverse
to it can be calculated by, e.g.,

dhklax ¼ dhklin Ahkl
ax rapp þ dhklin ½4�

It must be kept in mind, however, that Ahkl
rad represents

different grains than Ahkl
ax (the reflection hkl is generally

not caused by the same grains in two perpendicular
directions unless very particular reflections are

considered). Moreover, due to texture, the response in
the radial direction of the same grain can be different
from the axial (different constraints from surrounding
grains). We will, therefore, focus on the axial response
only.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the literature, it is common to indicate the inverse
of SlECT components (e.g., A�1

ax ) as DEC and calculate
them by means of commercial or in-house software,
based on Voigt, Reuss, and Kröner schemes.[39] In these
models, two assumptions are commonly made: (1) the
material is macroscopically isotropic (but individual
grains can be anisotropic) and (2) grains are perfectly
randomly oriented. Kröner’s model further assumes that
grains are spherical. In many structural materials, these
conditions may not be fully satisfied and, in fact, some
improvements of classic schemes have been proposed to
take into account texture and microstructural fea-
tures.[23,26,40] However, the simplest versions of such
models are still widely used by experimentalists for RS
calculation, since full information about the material
(such as grain morphology and size, texture, and
anisotropy) is not always available. By comparing the
output of such models with the experimental values of
A�1

ax , we can estimate the error associated to the usage of
the common approximations for the calculation of RS.
Therefore, we calculated the theoretical A�1

ax values for
a-Ti (hcp) using the software XEC[41] (Figure 7). When
calculating A�1

ax , it is common to introduce the orienta-
tion parameter H2. It defines the direction cosine of the
angle between the prismatic {100} and the basal {002}
planes, according to the formula

Fig. 4—Diffraction patterns obtained during in-situ experiment for sample AB_t (a) in the axial direction and (b) in the radial direction and for
sample 530C_t (c) in the axial direction and (d) in the radial direction. Note: Only the reflections present in both directions (indexed in plots (a)
and (c)) were considered for further analysis.
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H2 ¼ l2

4
3

c
a

� �2
h2 þ k2 þ hkð Þ þ l2

½5�

As discussed in References 39 and 42, Voigt’s approx-
imation presents no directional dependence of the DEC
(on hkl): the inverse of SlECT axial component would
get the value A�1

ax = 117 GPa for all reflections
(Figure 7). This causes a difference to experimental
values up to 20 GPa (i.e., 15 pct of the experimental
values, Figure 7). Voigt’s model yields indeed an esti-
mation of the macroscopic elastic modulus. In fact,
Simonelli et al. experimentally obtained a Young’s
modulus of 115 ± 6 GPa for Ti-6Al-4V LPBF samples
built vertically.[43] Voigt’s scheme in this form is not
suited for the calculation of A�1

ax in diffraction-based RS
analysis. It would be equivalent to the use of macro-
scopic elastic constants (as in Reference 44) for the link
between microstrains and macrostresses. This should be
avoided, especially in the case of strong anisotropy as
commonly linked to materials produced by additive
manufacturing processes such as LPBF.

Kröner’s scheme captures the experimental values of
A�1

ax for low Miller indices (or H2 parameters), corre-
sponding to prismatic planes, while the Reuss model
yields underestimated DECs. Consistently, for high
orientation parameters (corresponding to pyramidal
planes), the Reuss model captures the experimental
values, while Kröner’s model follows the lower bound of
the experimental values (Figure 7). Relevantly, all the-
oretical schemes capture the experimental values of
DEC for LPBF Ti-6Al-4V more precisely than the
values reported for conventional Ti-6Al-4V (References
14 and 17). The A�1

ax difference between conventionally
produced and AM Ti-6Al-4V reaches up to 20 GPa
(Figure 7). Similar findings have been reported in
Reference 16. This effect can be attributed to the
different texture and microstructure between the two
materials. As mentioned previously, the SlECT auto-
matically includes information about the microstructure
(grain morphology and texture). Those two factors are
very different for LPBF (martensitic a/a¢, Figure 2) and
typical forged/wrought Ti-6Al-4V (a + b, Reference
17). In order to capture all effects of texture and
microstructure of LPBF materials, more sophisticated

Fig. 5—Calculated pole figures for a-Ti for the AB_t specimen.
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theoretical approaches should be used,[23,24,45] moving
beyond the classic schemes presented previously. This
will be the subject of a companion article.

All experimentally determined A�1
ax values lie in an

interval ± 5 pct from a linear fit of all datapoints

(magenta line, Figure 7). The DEC values calculated by
the Kröner and Reuss models are also in the range of the
experimental scatter. Thus, if a high precision is not
required for RS calculations, these models can be used
for the calculation of A�1

ax in LPBF Ti-6Al-4V as a first
approximation. We observe that the precision can be
even improved by considering low or high H2 (Reuss
model agrees with the data for lowH2, Kröner’s for high
H2). However, A�1

ax of each single specimen has an
experimental scatter of less than ± 5 pct. Therefore, for
a precise calculation of RS, the A�1

ax of the specific
condition (tension/compression or heat treatment)
should be taken.
In fact, the inverse of SlECT component A�1

ax for
compression specimens appears almost systematically
larger than that for tensile (Figures 8(a) and (b)). The two
sets of samples (with and without heat treatment) show a
similar behavior, and the largest difference occurs for
prismatic planes (at H2 = 0, Figures 8(a) and (b)). To
estimate the tension/compression asymmetry at the
macroscopic level, the average (or equivalent) elastic
strain eh i (as proposed by Reference 46) was calculated as

eh i ¼
P

hkl ehklfhklP
hkl fhkl

½6�

where fhkl is the fraction of grains with orientation
hhkli. This fraction depends on the direction inside the

Fig. 6—Lattice strain evolution for different crystallographic planes during in-situ test for (a) AB_t and (b) 530C_t (tension) and compression
test for (c) AB_c and (d) 530C_c (compression). Note the sign of the applied stress and the lattice strain.

Fig. 7—The inverse of SlECT component along the axial direction
A�1

ax as a function of orientation factor H2, as measured (points) and
calculated (lines). The magenta lines show the linear fit of the
experimental date and ± 5 pct scatter around the mean value.
Literature values for conventional Ti-6Al-4V are also reported, taken
from Refs. [14] and [17]
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specimen, i.e., on the angle w of the specimen inclina-
tion to the scattering vector. fhkl wð Þ can be extracted
from the texture measurements (pole figures, Figure 5)
using the texture intensity (Ihkl wð Þ) of every reflection
and weighting it by its multiplicity mhkl (note that nine
peaks were used for this calculation):

fhkl wð Þ ¼ Ihkl wð Þmhkl
P9

hkl¼1 Ihkl wð Þ �mhkl

½7�

Since the material presents a double fiber texture
(Figure 5), the pole figures can be integrated along u
and the ODF depends only on the angle w. This
calculation yields the dependence of fhkl wð Þ on the tilt
angle with respect to the sample long direction or, in
other words, the azimuthal distribution of the fractions
of a crystallite family from the axial to the radial
directions (Figure 8(c)). fhkl 0ð Þ is the necessary quantity
for the calculation of the axial average lattice strain
(Figure 8(d)).

Using Eq. [6], we obtain that the average A�1
ax is higher

for compression by around 5 GPa for both AB and
530C samples (Figure 8(d)). One of the reasons for this
difference can be defects and their orientation. As
observed in Figure 3, and reported in the

literature,[47–49] LPBF materials often present a lack of
fusion defects (crack-like) aligned perpendicular to the
building direction (Figures 3(c) and (d)). During a
compression test along the building direction, such
defects are expected to (mechanically) close, while under
tension, they should open and even propagate. A similar
behavior is observed in microcracked ceramics.[50] How-
ever, in that case, the crack density is much larger and
the difference between the slopes of the stress-strain
curves in tension and compression is more obvious than
in the present study. According to CT images, the
volume fraction of pores (within the CT resolution limit)
reached only around 0.01 pct (Figure 3). While porosity
and crack density are not directly linked (cracks have
negligible volume), we can estimate the crack density to
be low also in our LPBF Ti-6Al-4V samples.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The connection between macroscopic stress and
diffraction (micro-) strain was made by the SlECT,
well known in micromechanics. We experimentally
determined two components of the SlECT by in-situ
SXRD in LPBF Ti-6Al-4V. We compared experimental

Fig. 8—The inverse of SlECT component A�1
ax as a function of the orientation factor H2 for (a) AB and (b) for 530C. (c) Volume fraction of

diffracting hkl grains as a function of the azimuth angle w, and (d) the applied stress as a function of mean lattice strain curves for tension and
compression.
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data with the output of the classic models (Voigt, Reuss,
and Kröner) used to calculate the so-called DECs. We
concluded the following:

1. The usage of Voigt’s model is equivalent to that of
the macroscopic elastic constants, so that it should
be avoided for diffraction-based residual stress
determination in materials with high anisotropy.

2. A large difference of DECs (or axial SlECT A�1
ax )

between AM and wrought Ti-6Al-4V exists. This is
attributed to texture and microstructural
differences.

3. Acceptable agreement between experimental A�1
ax

and the Kröner or Reuss model (assuming isotropic
microstructure) was found. However, a more
appropriate model capturing microstructural fea-
tures (e.g., grain size and shape) and texture should
be developed.

4. In the case of complex or new materials, the
experimental determination of SlECT is necessary.

5. A tension-compression asymmetry of both the
microstrain and average macrostrain curves vs
applied stress was observed and possibly attributed
to the presence of the lack of fusion/crack-like
defects, detected in computed tomography
reconstructions.

Finally, for the sake of reproducibility and traceabil-
ity of the results, we recommend explicit reporting of the
DECs (or the SlECT components) used for residual
stress calculations. Failing to do so would render it
impossible to compare or benchmark different measure-
ments (e.g., bulk or surface stress or studies of process
parameter variation) and draw general conclusions
about the residual stress state in LPBF parts.
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